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Drama and Documentary

The Gunpowder Plot: Countdown to Treason Lion TV Channel 5

60 min Documentary
This two-part documentary series takes a look at the events of the Gunpowder Plot.

Maps of Britain October Films Channel 5

60 min Documentary
This series takes viewers on an in-depth look at different map networks in the UK; rail, roads, canals, sewers, coastal
and metros. It features interviews with those who work on these networks as well as enthusiasts, experts and
historians.

Drone Cops North One TV Channel 4

60 min Documentary
The series follows the West Midlands Police's specialised Drone unit.

Genghis Khan's Mongolia Lion TV Smithsonian

60 min Documentary
Combining international talent with special Chinese access and support, this series reveals the incredible world of
the Mongols and unlocks the reality of their empire. Featuring new discoveries, shot in spectacular settings,
scientific and archaeological investigations and impressive and relevant drama, it uncovers the fascinating truth
about the Empire that changed the world forever.

Science for Evil Geniuses Impossible Factual Curiosity Stream

60 min Documentary
This series explores the kind of scientific questions and theories one might expect from a typical megalomaniac with
ambitions for world domination and an obsessive love of cats. The series experiments with science and new
technologies, to gauge what the chances are of bringing the twisted and bizarre dreams of an Evil Genius to life.
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Ghislaine: Partner in Crime Fremantle Media ITV
60 min Documentary
Ranvir Singh will investigate Ghislaine Maxwell's alleged crimes and unravel the mysteries surrounding the case. 
The hour-long documentary will include testimony from investigative journalists, friends, acquaintances, and
witnesses who can speak to key moments in the story of Ghislaine Maxwell’s alleged crimes. The testimony will
include new revelations and deeper insight into the story. Ranvir will review police footage and legal documents as
well as examining victims’ testimony to understand the case.

Joe O’Reilly: Dublin Murder Viacom International Studios Channel 5

2 x 90 min Crime Drama Documentary
A true crime series about the murder of Rachel O’Reilly, an Irish woman killed by her husband, and the long journey
to his conviction. Combines interview, archive and home video footage.

Call The Midwife, Series 8 -10 Neal Street Productions BBC1

6 x 48 min Drama
It’s 1964 and everyone is excited about the Queen’s Royal birth. Two new Sisters have been sent to live with the
team in Poplar and Nonnatus House feels full once more.
Best Family Drama’ Winner at the TV Choice Awards 2021

American Monster Arrow Investigation

2 x 60 min Drama Documentary Discovery
A look at the double lives led by serial killers, featuring drama reconstruction, home movies and remarks from loved
ones and neighbours.

Capital Crimes Warehouse 51 Productions Smithsonian
60 min Documentary
An investigation into a single crime from history, that uniquely reveals the history of a particular place and time.
Each crime is the key to unlocking the secrets of an entire city, and its place in our wider history.

Vendetta: Truth, Lies and the Mafia Nutopia Netflix

60 min Documentary
Vendetta tells the dramatic true story of two leaders at the heart of Sicily’s anti-mafia movement. But what happens
when those trying to bring down organised crime are accused of being criminals themselves? Journalist and TV host 
Pino Maniaci and Court of Palermo Judge Silvana Saguto, are both accused of committing the very crimes they’ve
battled against for decades. 
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Crime Queens Barcroft Productions CNN

20 min Drama Documentary
Thelma Wright was a major US drug trafficker during the 1980s. This programme reveals how Wright took over the
reins of an empire after the violent murder of her drug-dealing husband. With on-camera interviews and drama
reconstruction, she shares what led her into a life of crime and how she found redemption.

America: Promised Land Nutopia History

90 min Drama Documentary Channel
International Reversions - Landmark series exploring how the United States was forged by men and women from
distant shores shown through the eyes of their living descendants, high-quality drama recreations, cutting-edge
graphics, and the latest scientific and genetic evidence.

Killer Instinct ITN Productions Investigation

3 x 60 min Crime Drama Documentary Discovery
Award-winning journalist Chris Hansen talks to people closest to America’s most horrific crimes and reconstructs
the stories and drama surrounding them.

Jungle Gold Raw TV Discovery

60 min Drama Documentary
Determined gold miners from Utah seek their fortune in the dangerous and gold-rich jungles of Ghana, Africa's
second-largest gold-producing country. Additional Editor

Trapped Underground Hello Mary Discovery+

2 x 60 min Factual
Paranormal series immersing the audience in the search for paranormal activity in intriguing UK locations
connected to real-life fascinating stories from the past.

Extra Life: A Short History of Living Longer Nutopia PBS

4 x 50 min documentary
Documentary series about the science and medical innovations that conquered some of the world’s deadliest
diseases.

Gold Rush: Dave Turin’s Lost Mine Raw TV Discovery

60 min Documentary
Gold miner Dave Turin, previously featured in Gold Rush, visits 8 disused gold mines around the Western United
States and decides which mine to get up and running to turn it into a profitable, working mine.
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Engineering Inside Out Pioneer Productions National

60 min Documentary Geographic
Series looking at some of the best engineering around the world and a deeper look into how they were made.

The Next Jamie Vardy Zig Zag Sky 1

2 x 60 min Documentary
Documentary exploring Jamie Vardy’s V9 Academy, as he seeks to discover the next big talent from non-league
football while providing them with a unique experience into what it takes to play at the top level.

Everest Rescue Betty TV Discovery

60 min Documentary
An insight into the extraordinary work of Himalaya's high-altitude helicopter rescue pilots. Taking the viewer to the
front line of the search and rescue and humanitarian missions across the Nepali Himalayas.

WWII’s Greatest Raids Impossible Pictures Smithsonian

60 min Historical Documentary
Retelling the most audacious raids of WW2 using testimony, reconstruction, experts, live- weapons and archives
using a groundbreaking computer game engine technique to analyse the battle.

Incredible Engineering Blunders: Fixed BriteSpark Films Discovery

60 min Documentary
Former aerospace engineer Justin Cunningham shines a light on the world’s biggest engineering bloopers. He
discovers exactly what went wrong and explores the solutions to fix each problem.

Can’t Pay We’ll Take It Away Brinkworth Films Channel 5

2 x 45 min Documentary
With nearly 9 million Britons in severe debt and with evictions spiralling, Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It Away reveals the
dramatic stories of what happens when High Court Enforcement Agents knock on the door.

Dispatches: Murder in the Sky, Flight MH17 ITN Channel 4

30 min Documentary
Fast turnaround documentary with Matt Frei who goes on the ground at the crash scene, and he tells the full story
of the deaths of those on board Flight MH17, from Amsterdam to Malaysia.

Combat Dealers WAG TV Discovery

2 x 60 min Documentary
Military wheeler-dealer Bruce Crompton is a master of finding military memorabilia. He uncovers many wartime
treasures and collects and restores them.
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The Chicken Shop Mentorn Media Channel 4

60 min Observational Documentary
A unique portrait of contemporary life, illustrated in a fried chicken shop, the staff who serve it and the customers
who buy it. Additional Avid offline and online editor.

Drugged II: Meth Pioneer Productions National

2 x 60 min Observational Documentary Geographic
A film about substance addiction and how it impacts not just an individual but everyone around them. This
particular episode looks at the impact of having a Meth addict in the family.

World’s Most Extreme Homes Pioneer Productions HGTV

30 min Documentary Mini-Series
Ruth England leads us around extraordinary homes - from cave homes to ice houses to treetop dwellings. In this
eye-opening series, we see the most outlandish in architecture and design.

QPR The Four Year Plan Journeyman Pictures BBC4

90 min Documentary
In 2007 Queens Park Rangers Football Club, facing relegation and bankruptcy, was rescued by four high-profile
billionaires. Their vision: to take a community of reluctant fans, semi-talented players and a roster of ever-changing
managers to Premiership glory. Online, Avid DS Nitris.

Stevie Winwood BBC4

60 min Documentary
Biography of the music star, with rare interviews. Online and Grade Avid DS.
Director: Paul Bernays

Go: A Film About Moby Isis Productions Sky Arts

60 min Music Documentary
A profile of musician Richard Hall, aka Moby, a clean-living vegan, he doesn't go in for the kind of self-indulgence
that characterises so much of the music scene. Offline, Online and Grade. Avid DS.

Men That Changed The Game Sky 1

4 x 30 min Sport Documentary
Documentary looking at vital cricket players that have progressed the sport and its global appeal. Online and Grade
Avid DS.
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Kings Of Construction Wag TV Discovery

60 min Observational Documentary
Series telling the story of massive 21st Century engineering projects, this episode documents the construction of the
El Cajon Dam in Mexico.

Factual Entertainment

Grand Designs Boundless Channel 4

60 min Factual
Presented by Kevin McLeod, this globally successful documentary format follows the financial and emotional
journeys of ambitious families as they bravely build their own homes.

Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners USA Betty TV Channel 4

60 min Factual
Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners follows people who cannot stop cleaning and carefully matches them with someone
whose home is in dire need of a spring clean.

George Clarke's Old House, New Home Amazing Productions Channel 4

2 x 60 min Factual
George Clarke draws up plans to help people make their period homes fit for modern life.

Disappearing Britain Reef TV More 4

2 x 60 min Factual
Larry Lamb and Maureen Lipman, and Michael Buerk travel the country to unpick our astonishing heritage.

The Takeover Victory Television Channel 4

60 min Factual Entertainment
This episode sees businesswoman Hilary Devey take over the reins of an Eve and Ranshaw department store in
Louth, Lincolnshire in an attempt to revive its fortunes.

Saints And Scroungers Flame TV BBC1

2 x 45 min Factual Entertainment
Matt Allwright looks at the work of fraud investigators searching out benefit thieves.
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Filthy Rotten Scoundrels Leopard Films BBC1

30 min Factual Entertainment
BBC consumer series hosted by Dom Littlewood, Filthy Rotten Scoundrels blows the whistle on jaw-dropping litter
bugs with astonishing CCTV.

Show Me What You’re Made Of Watershed TV CBBC

2 x 30 min Factual Entertainment
Presented by Stacey Dooley, five children travel across the world to live and work alongside the people who make
the everyday items they take for granted. Additional editor.

The Legalizer Fulcrum TV BBC1

5 x 45 min Factual Entertainment
Consumer issues are tackled by Gary Bell QC who gets the legal straightened out. FCP Online and Offline.

A Place in the Sun Freeform Productions Channel 4

4 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Home and Away and the Top 20 Countdown show revealing the best countries in Europe to buy property.

Mad Labs Cineflix Productions Channel 5, Nat Geo

12 x 30 min Factual Entertainment
Investigating modern science in an approachable, engaging and often explosive way.

Indie Showcase Sky Movies

30 min Factual Entertainment
Magazine show bringing you cutting-edge Indie acts. Offline and Online. Avid DS.

Home Front Outline Productions History

45 min Factual Entertainment Channel
Exploring the experience of families volunteering to live in WWII conditions with expert opinions and drama
reconstructions. Offline.

Yianni: Supercar Customiser Barcroft Productions UKTV

5 x 30 min Entertainment
Car customiser to the stars, Yianni Charalambous is the man the rich and famous trust with their precious rides.
With a client list that includes some of the biggest names in the world of sport and entertainment, Yianni is in high
demand. However, life at the top isn't always straightforward.
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The World's Ugliest Pets Spun Gold ITV

60 min Entertainment
Caroline Quentin introduces the nation to the world's ugliest pets.

Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is Reef TV BBC1

3 x 60 min Entertainment
Television's top consumer experts are put to the test as they're pitted against one another and challenged to make
a profit - with their own money and their reputations on the line.

30 Greatest Disaster Movies ITN Channel 5

60 min Entertainment
A countdown of the greatest depictions of doom with expert analysis and memorable clips.

Four Rooms Boundless Channel 4

16 x 45 min Entertainment
People who believe they have a valuable artefact get a chance to sell it to the country's leading dealers. But, once
they turn down an offer, there's no going back. Presented by Anita Rani. Colourist & Avid online editor.

Extreme Car Hoarders Nerd TV Discovery

2 x 60 min Entertainment
Chuck Palumbo is an ex-WWE wrestler and Rick Dore is a world-renowned hot rod guru. The pair team up to form
SLAM - a body shop dedicated to mining American classic cars.

Text Santa ITV ITV

Text Santa, ITV's annual charity Christmas appeal to donate money mainly via text donation.

Balooniverse (Kids) Rapid Pictures

8 x 30 min Entertainment
Children enter a fantasy world made from balloons, singing and dancing all the way.

Bling It On Firecracker Films TLC, Discovery

60 min Entertainment
Best known for her outrageous designs on My Big Fat American Gypsy Wedding, Boston-based fashion designer
Sondra Celli steps into the spotlight with this series.

Survivor Planet 24 Productions ITV

45 min Entertainment, Online and Offline Editor
The first-ever reality show where contestants compete to survive on a remote island.
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The Big Breakfast Planet 24 Productions Channel 4

Entertainment, Online and Offline Editor
Breakfast show that brightened up your mornings.
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